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Reviewer’s report:

Authors compared the incidence of DSWI and mortalities in different heart procedures and concluded that more invasive procedures cause higher mortality of DSWI, and postoperative bleeding may deteriorate the mortality.

There are two questions.

1: Authors used the 30-day mortality data for results 1-6, but seem to have used longer in-hospital death data for result 7. Why? They should use the common database, otherwise confuse readers.

2: Copious postoperative bleeding alone would cause higher mortality because that complication damages more or less the patients’ hemodynamics and liver/kidney functions. Readers want to know if the reopening of the sternum leads to a higher incidence of DSWI (Very likely, Yes). “Secure hemostasis to prevent DSWI” may become a more beneficial message to surgeons than the use of VAC system.
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